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FAQ’s 
 
What do you actually do? 
This is a very open questions and the simple answer is I can do as much or as little to plan your 
wedding as you want this could be just venue sourcing or a full package of styling and designing.   
 
How do I get married in this location  
With many people looking for destination weddings one of the questions I get asked is how they 
can get married in these lovely locations. With each countries laws been different this is different 
for a lot of weddings some countries for example France expect you to be in the country for 30 days 
before the wedding which results in a lot of people having the legal element of marriage in their 
home country then having a blessing at the ceremony, which is lovely as it make the ceremony on 
the day more personal to the couple. 
 
Will you be there on the day? 
I would love to be at all my wedding’s, but this does depend on what services you book if you only 
book some of the planning elements then generally I wouldn’t be but if you have booked me for 
styling then I will be there to make sure everything is ready as discussed. And if you book me for 
the full package or on the day co-ordination I will be there all day making sure everything is in place 
all day, so you can just relax and enjoy your day.  
 
Why should I choose you? 
Every couple is looking for something specific and I completely respect if this is not me, however I 
truly believe I can make your special day the dream weddings you have always wanted. I not only 
have the experience of running weddings on the day from service point of view I also have the 
experience of planning the details up until the day recommending suppliers or booking them.  
 
Also, from completely the wedding planning style and design course, I have also enhanced my skills 
in design. 
 
Finally, I love weddings everything from the first appointment to the budgeting and finally seeing 
them exchange vows and celebrate for the rest of the day.  
   
How much does a wedding planner typical cost  
Again, this is something which varies depending on the services you require and also the planners 
experience and skills all of my prices as based on an bespoke bases to ensure no couple pays more 
than they need to if they are not looking for certain tasks to be carried out for them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


